Errata Notice

The following errata to this Thesis entitled “Specific Resistance Exercise Can Alter Masticatory Movement and Muscle Recruitment Patterns of the Human Jaw” were lodged by the author, Alexander Wirianski, on Thursday, 1 September 2016.

The following emendations have been incorporated into the Publications listing:

The Publications listing on page xxvi of the originally submitted Thesis has been removed and replaced with pages xxvi-xxvii;

The introductory paragraph of the Publications listing has been amended to reflect the fact that no part of the data reported in any of the listed publications has been presented in the main body of this Thesis;

Author attribution statements have been added following each of the three publications originally listed;

A fourth publication (Wirianski et al., 2014) along with its respective attribution statement has been added;

Statements from the Author and Supervisors attesting to the Author Attributions have been included.